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Representations - advertising, video games and newspapers

This set of resources has been created to support the teaching of Unit 1, Section A of the GCSE 
Media Studies qualification. In the external assessment unit students will be expected to display 
their knowledge and understanding of how gender and events are represented in media texts in 
the areas of Advertising, Video Games and Newspapers. 

Students must consider carefully how representations reflect the viewpoint, message, values and 
beliefs held by the creator of the text. The resource will allow students to develop the skills they 
need to assess and evaluate the hidden messages of texts and assess whether they uphold or 
challenge established representations. 

There is a historical element to the resource that will support students in understanding 
established representations. The contemporary texts are used to provide material for students to 
make comparisons. 

1. Representations of events - newspapers

Use the digital resource - 1a. What is an event?

Work in a pair or group and discuss: ‘What is an event? What makes it newsworthy?

Use the digital resource - 1b. Receiving information

Where do you receive information about events? Look at the following News Media. Now rank 
them in order, from most likely to least likely to provide you with information.

What is an event?

It is something that is routinely celebrated.

It could be a rare or strange occurence.

It will create emotion in the audience.

Iit is of importance to a target audience/

It creates a shared experience.

Newspaper

TV News

Social Media (Facebook, Twitter)

Radio News

News websites

Word of Mouth
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Construction and mediation - key points

This is available as a student sheet

• News in the media is always constructed even though it appears to be real life. 

• Every story has gone through a decision process and has been shaped by the journalist for 
a particular audience. 

• The values and beliefs of the institution publishing the story has influenced how it is 
represented. 

• The story may contain bias or exaggeration for the purpose of entertainment. 

Research

Look at the front covers of today’s newspapers. Do they all have the same story on the front cover? 
Why do you think editors choose different stories to appeal to their target audience?

Key terminology - match the term to definition

Use the digital resources - 1d. and 1e. key terms

Masthead Title of the Newspaper in bold font across the top

By line The name of the writer of the text.

Headline/Strapline Main heading/smaller headline underneath

Jumpline Directs to the page where the story continues – ‘See page 11’

Copy The main text for the newspaper page.

Earpiece A piece of advertising, usually by the title, on the front page.

Splash The leading story on the front cover.

Crosshead A paragraph with own heading that breaks up the article.

Caption The line of description under a photograph.

Pull Quote A highlighted quote selected from the main text.

Side banner An advert or feature at the side of the front page.

Stand first A sentence presented to stand out and introduce the article.
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Activity

Label the following front page with the correct features. 

Available as a student sheet

https://images.vice.com/noisey/content-images/contentimage/87252/unnamed--8-.jpg
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News values

Available as a student sheet

Two researchers, J. Galtung and M. Ruge, studied news stories from around the world in 1965 
to determine news practices across different cultures. They devised a list of 12 factors that they 
considered made a story newsworthy.

Immediacy
If it’s current, then 

audiences want to know 
about it.

Unexpected
If an event is surprising it is 

likely to make the news.

Negativity
Bad news is more exciting 

than good news.

Frequency
Events that occur suddenly 

but often. Murder, 
motorway pile ups.

Amplification
A story that has a wide 

reaching effect, because 
it involves a lot of people, 

destruction etc.  

Continuity
An ongoing narrative that 

audiences want to keep up 
to date with.

Proximity - close to 
home

The audience relate to a 
story that takes place near 

them or involves people 
from their area.

Uniqueness
A story that covers 

something out of the 
ordinary or completely 

unusual.

Simplicity
A simple, straight forward 

story that is easy to explain.

Personalisation
A human interest story that 

tells the story of ordinary 
people.

Elite Nations/
People

A story that covers the 
most important, powerful 

nations or the most famous 
people.

Predictability
A story that meets the 

expectations of the 
audience - confirms 

what they thought would 
happen.
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News values

Available as a student sheet

Identify what news values are evident on the following front covers:

http://i2.mirror.co.uk/incoming/article6657773.ece/ALTERNATES/s615b/Daily-Mirror-front-page.jpg
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http://digitalspyuk.cdnds.net/12/45/480x604/gallery_media_obama_front_covers_2.jpg
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http://www.radiotimes.com/uploads/images/Original/21372.jpg
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What to consider when analysing an event

Available as a printable student sheet

A) The representation through codes and conventions.

Layout – You need to consider where things are placed on the page. What draws the audience’s 
attention. Are particular words highlighted? What fonts are bold?

Image – You need to analyse the representation in the image. Look at the camera shot and angle 
– why has it been selected?  Consider the setting and lighting. If a person is in the image you need 
to look at the body language and dress codes as well as the facial expression. 

Headline – the headline is an opportunity for the newspaper to begin to manipulate the audience. 
You need to consider if a language device has been used. What impact do the words have on the 
audience? Does it sensationalise the story?

Language – The language choices in the story can help the audience understand the values and 
beliefs of the newspaper. How are people described? Does this influence our view of them? Is 
there use of hyperbole/superlative to exaggerate the story? How is emotive language used?

Mediation - What content has been included in the story and what has been left out? Newspapers 
have an agenda, they inform but they also entertain and this shapes their decisions on what to 
include in the story. 
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Select one of the newspapers from the previous task – practice analysing the use of codes and 
conventions by completing the table.

Layout

Image

Headline

Language

Mediation
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B) The Ideology

This is available as a printable student sheet

In order to consider the representation, you must understand the values and beliefs of the 
publication. You also need to be aware of the institution behind the story. 

Focus on Ideology

• The Hillsborough disaster happened 27  
 years ago. 

• 96 football fans were crushed when  
 overcrowding caused stands to collapse. 

• The Sun published this front page cover  
 following the event. It accused Liverpool  
 fans of stealing from victims and   
 attacking the police. Its motive was to  
 alleviate police responsibility and place  
 the blame on fans. 

• The claims soon began to unravel as the  
 story was entirely fabricated. 

• The impact of the paper’s ideology was  
 such that shops in Liverpool still refuse  
 to stock the Sun newspaper to this day.  

https://static.independent.co.uk/s3fs-public/styles/story_medium/
public/thumbnails/image/2016/04/26/21/pp-hillsborough-sun-front.jpg

http://ichef.bbci.co.uk/news/560/cpsprodpb/8986/
production/_89460253_metro27.jpg\

• What do you notice about THE METRO’s  
 front cover?

• It was ruled on Tuesday April 26th  
 2016 that those 96 victims were killed  
 unlawfully and the blame was placed  
 with the police. 

• The difference in the ideology between  
 the two newspapers is evident. 
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These were the Newspapers published the day after the Hillsborough ruling on 26th April 2016. 
What do you notice about the stories that are featured?

The Sun newspaper chose to avoid covering the Hillsborough ruling. This is directly linked to the 
values and beliefs of the newspaper and their involvement in the story. 
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Left Wing Liberal Right of Centre Right Wing
Rights for workers More unbiased perspective Traditional values Traditional values

Support welfare state Environmentally Patriotic Anti Immigration

Anti-big business/very rich Supports relief for poor countries Capitalist Patriotic

Criticises the ruling classes Represents minority groups Anti EU Dislike of change

Anti-benefits

http://i.huffpost.com/gen/2123550/thumbs/o-
THE-SUN-CAMERON-570.jpg

http://www.newsworks.org.uk/write/
MediaUploads/1%20Facts%20Figures/
Titles%20at%20a%20glance/Guardian/
guardian_11_11_13_600.jpg

http://68.media.tumblr.
com/5f859f0e1f7d20c4c5158be20d88b1ee/
tumblr_nq5t3q6uG31u5f06vo1_1280.jpg

http://i1.mirror.co.uk/incoming/article8663232.
ece/ALTERNATES/s615b/Daily-Mirror-front-
page-110713.jpg

Political Ideology

Use the digital resource 2c. Political ideology

In order to understand a newspaper’s ideology, it is essential to discover their political affiliations. Look at the following Covers and see f you can 
identify any of the newspaper’s values and beliefs:

http://i.huffpost.com/gen/2123550/thumbs/o-THE-SUN-CAMERON-570.jpg
http://i.huffpost.com/gen/2123550/thumbs/o-THE-SUN-CAMERON-570.jpg
http://www.newsworks.org.uk/write/MediaUploads/1%20Facts%20Figures/Titles%20at%20a%20glance/Guardian/guardian_11_11_13_600.jpg
http://www.newsworks.org.uk/write/MediaUploads/1%20Facts%20Figures/Titles%20at%20a%20glance/Guardian/guardian_11_11_13_600.jpg
http://www.newsworks.org.uk/write/MediaUploads/1%20Facts%20Figures/Titles%20at%20a%20glance/Guardian/guardian_11_11_13_600.jpg
http://www.newsworks.org.uk/write/MediaUploads/1%20Facts%20Figures/Titles%20at%20a%20glance/Guardian/guardian_11_11_13_600.jpg
http://68.media.tumblr.com/5f859f0e1f7d20c4c5158be20d88b1ee/tumblr_nq5t3q6uG31u5f06vo1_1280.jpg
http://68.media.tumblr.com/5f859f0e1f7d20c4c5158be20d88b1ee/tumblr_nq5t3q6uG31u5f06vo1_1280.jpg
http://68.media.tumblr.com/5f859f0e1f7d20c4c5158be20d88b1ee/tumblr_nq5t3q6uG31u5f06vo1_1280.jpg
http://i1.mirror.co.uk/incoming/article8663232.ece/ALTERNATES/s615b/Daily-Mirror-front-page-110713.jpg
http://i1.mirror.co.uk/incoming/article8663232.ece/ALTERNATES/s615b/Daily-Mirror-front-page-110713.jpg
http://i1.mirror.co.uk/incoming/article8663232.ece/ALTERNATES/s615b/Daily-Mirror-front-page-110713.jpg
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D) Opinion leaders and two step flow theory

Paul Lazarsfeld, an American sociologist, developed a theory titled the TWO STEP FLOW THEORY. 
He researched how directly the media influences its audience. He reached the conclusion that 
frequently it is not the media text that influences the audience but actually a person or contact 
who has given an opinion on the media text. He termed this person an Opinion leader. 

First Step – Mass Media reaches the opinion leader

Second step – Opinion leaders pass on their own interpretation to the audience. 

Make a list of who you think might be an opinion leader. 

Politicians, the press, religious leaders, members of the Royal family, heads of organisations/unions, 
those considered ‘experts’ in their field and remember that opinion leaders don’t have to be someone 
in authority.
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E) Audience

This is available as a printable student sheet

Audience Classification: Audiences are classified by media companies so that they can be more 
easily targeted. 

NRS Classification
The NRS classifies audience by giving them a social grade based on their occupation and earnings. 
Information on the NRS can be found here:

http://www.nrs.co.uk/nrs-print/lifestyle-and-classification-data/social-grade/

The classifications are as follows:

% of population 

(NRS 2015)

A    Higher managerial, administrative and professional 4

B    Intermediate managerial, administrative and professional 23

C1    Supervisory, clerical and junior managerial, administrative and    
        professional

27

C2   Skilled manual workers  21

D     Semi-skilled and unskilled manual workers 16

E     State pensioners casual and lowest grade workers, unemployed   
       with state benefits only

9

Young and Rubicam

Another classification method was devised by Young and Rubicam, an American marketing 
company. They developed the 4CS method of characterising the audience grouping them into 7 
categories.

For further information visit: http://www.4cs.yr.com/global/

http://www.4cs.yr.com/global/
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Summary

The Aspirer
Materialistic, and driven by others’ perceptions. They 
respond to image, persona and fashion. Desire status. 

The Reformer
Value their own judgement, anti-materialistic, socially 
aware and tolerant. 

The Explorer
Driven by a need for discovery and challenge. Respond to 
new brands that offer instant effects. 

The Succeeders
They have strong goals, usually in position of responsibility. 
They seek out quality brands. They desire products for 
relaxation. Their core is control. 

The Mainstreamers
The largest audience group, they are the mainstream of 
society. They desire family brands and stick to those they 
know. They need security.  

The Resigned
Predominantly older audience with traditional values. 
Nostalgic for the past. They respect institutions and are 
driven by a need for safety and economy.  

The Struggler

Live for the moment and make few plans, seen by others as 
victims and wasters. They are aimless with few resources. 
They desire instant gratification and are consumers of 
alcohol and junk food. They seek brands for escape.  

How would you classify yourself according to the NRS and 4CS?
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Case study - representation of the American election
Conduct some research into the event. Familiarise yourself with the key issues and candidates 
involved. 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Cw2e7meWQAMo6LE.jpg

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Cw2e7meWQAMo6LE.jpg
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Cw2qu0mXEAAFLVD.jpg

Make comparisons about how the event is reported in each of the Newspapers.

Use this Website to help you consider the Target Audience: https://today.yougov.com/profileslite

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Cw2qu0mXEAAFLVD.jpg
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Political 
Ideology

Target 
Audience

Layout Image Language Headline

The Daily Mirror

The Daily Mail

 Analysing the Representation 

• Analyse the key images and the representation created. Look at the symbolic codes   
 such as dress, body language, facial expression, setting, camera and lighting. 

• Think about how the language anchors the meaning of the images.

• Consider what the text has included/left out – the mediation process. 

• How are audiences expected to respond? Discuss the different audience categories   
 (NRS/4Cs)
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Learning check task - storm Doris
This is available as a printable student sheet 

 
Study the following Front pages. All of them cover the same story. 
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Explore how the following event has been represented in the range of newspapers:

• Discuss how the representation conveys a particular viewpoint or ideology. 

• Comment on how audiences might respond to the representation. 


